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1. Introduction

Both the statistical model parameters and pre-equilibrium emission

models are sources of significant uncertainties in nuclear model

calculations. The central role they play for many aspects of basic and

applied nuclear physics has determined enhanced international co-opera-

tive efforts devoted to their proper understanding (e.g. Nordborg and

Cierjacks 1990, Muir 1991).

The statistical model parameters, within several distinct classes,

differ from each other in many aspects. The problem is still more

complex considering the different phenomenological pre-equilibrium

models which can be used for accurate cross section calculations. Vari-

ous assumptions are also used in these models especially concerning the

exciton state density formula. Consequently, the selection of the all

parameters to be used in a given case is quite complex and the intercom-

parison of results got by using different computer codes could be a hard

task. Therefore, a first meaningful step toward this aim seems to be the

analysis of the calculation sensitivity to these effects, by means of

the same computer code and basic set of parameters. The STAPRE-H code

(Uhl and Strohmaier 1976, Blann and Vonach 1983, Avrigeanu et al. 1988)

has been accordingly used in the present work, taking its advantage of

including both the exciton and Geometry-Dependent Hybrid (GDH) pre-

equilibrium emission models in addition to the Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer

statistical model. The excitation function of reactions 56Fe(n,p)56Mn

and 60Co(n,p)60Fe up to the incident energy of 20 MeV - main subjects of

the above-mentioned research programmes - have been discussed in this

respect.

The analysis of the latter reaction raised additional questions on

the inclusion of the angular momentum and parity conservation within the

GDH model. Comments on this point as well as concerning the GDH parame-

ter averages are given in section 2. Consistent sets of input parameters

determined or validated by means of various independent types of experi-

mental data like total cross sections, s-wave neutron resonance data and

low-lying discrete levels, are quite important to increase the confid-

ence in calculated data. Some of these parameter sets as well as their

respective predictions are described in the begining of each of the sec-

tions 3 and 4, ascribed to the mentioned reactions. The balance and ad-

dition of separate parameter effects are especially underlined in comp-

leting section 4. Summary of results and conclusions are proposed in

section 5.

2. Generalised GDH modal including angular ttoaentum conservation

The GDH pre-equilibrium emission model (Blann 1973, Blann and Vo-

nach 1983) has been generalized (Avrigeanu et al. 1988b, 1990) by inclu-

sion of (ft) the alpha-particle emission, and (bj the angular momentum

and parity conservation. The final expression for the differential emis-

sion spectrum of a particle X within the channel energy £ to £+d£ is:

• «

where E and U are the excitation energies of the Q-excitons composite

system and residual nuclei, respectively, and T^ and T^, are the trans-

mission coefficients for the incident and emergent channels characteri-

zed by the coupling scheme:

J - { l + i ) + l - ( I ' + i x ) + l ' (1).
JIT
D n is the depletion factor that reduces the population of each exciton

state according to the amount of particle emission from simpler exciton

states.

The single-particle level density g entering the particle-hole lev-

el density JJn(p,h,E,j) has been derived from the nuclear level density



parameter a through the usual relation

e
(2)

As an energy dependent nuclear level density parameter a(E) has been in-

volved in the Hauser-Feshbach calculations for excitation energies above

the neutron energy, a corresponding dependence has resulted also for g

(Avrigeanu et al. 1987). For the spin dependence of the particle-hole

level density the simplified representation of Fu (1986) has been adopt-

ed. Finally, the intra-nuclear transition rates ^"n+2 x(£) have been

calculated employing the same imaginary optical model potentials as in

the Hauser-Feshbach model calculations.

2.1. Target •xeiton configuration spin effacts

The angular momentum of the target nucleus I in the coupling rela-

tion (1) has been taken, contrary to the related Hauser-Feshbach statis-

tical model calculations, equal to zero. This assumption is based on the

initial zero-exciton configuration of the target (Fu 1991). Its conse-

quences on the calculated cross-sections are shown in figure 1, for the

(n,p) reaction on 5 6Fe and 609'mco target nuclei. Comparison with the

results given by GDH model without spin and parity conservation is point-

ing out a general behaviour following the angular momentum accounting.

The pre-equilibrium emission fraction f P E - {JPE/£?R shows a gradual in-

crease once the incident energy is also growing. This aspect is firstly

related to the neutron pre-equilibrium emission, the proton pre-equili-

brium emission cross-section Q £ E (and also the (n,p) reaction cross-sec-

tion) being slightly lower for E ̂  15 MeV.

The significant cross-section enhancement given by the target spin-

-zero assumption within the GDH model including angular momentum conserva-

tion requests additional comments. The analysis of the pre-equilibrium

emission cross-section distribution along the composite system angular

momentum got by using for the 6 0Co target spin both the zero value and

the actual value I-5+(figure 2), could explain this difference by taking

into account also the following dependences:

(4) the transmission coefficients in the incident channel, with

significant values up to 1-6 (figure 3), are responsible for the effec-

tive limitations of these distributions at J-«^and -d respectively;

(fc) the ratio of the exciton state density in the residual nucleus

to that of the composite system for the initial exciton configuration

n-3 (figure 4) has more increased values for incident partial waves 1>5,

following the surface diffuseness effects considered by GDH model; so it

is understable the narrow maximum in the former case, similarly found

for an even-even target (Avrigeanu et al. 1988b), and the slightly in-

creasing behaviour at lower spins in the latter case;

(5) except for the consequences of the above points, the pre-equilib-

rium emission is favored by lower composite system spins (uhl 1991) (e.

g. the exciton number dependent spin cutoff factor C2=0.l60nA2/3 has the

lowest value in the main pre-equilibrium emission stage n-3), therefore

the significant emission at higher spins in the latter case could well

motivate the analysed difference in the pre-equilibrium emission cross-

sections .

The apparent opposition between the above items (b_) and (c.) can be

fully reduced as follows. By using the exciton state densities of Willi-

ams (1971) the narrow maximum got for the pre-equilibrium emission cross

-sections is decreased by a factor of 2 (figure 2b.) . A second geometry

dependent influence in the formulation of the GDH model concerns the

evaluation of the intra-nuclear transition rates from approximate aver-

ages of the imaginary optical potential along the projectile trajectories

(the three dimensional geometry) . Removing also the use of this aver-

aging (i.e. coning back to a two dimensional geometry), a pre-equilibrium

emission enhanced at lower spin values results (figure 2bJ. Therefore,

the great difference found between the use of the actual target spin or

the spin-zero assumption can be attributed to characteristic geometry

• T



dependent influences within the GDH model. Additional remarks on some

related approximations are given in the following.

2.2. Effect* of the SDH parameter approximate average*

The calculation of 60Co(n,p)60Fe reaction excitation function by

using the STAPRE-H code and the statistical model parameter set given in

section 4, with an incident energy step of 0.3 HeV (also the excitation

energy bin size), pointed out the presence of three small gaps around

the incident energies of 6.4 MeV (of -0.3 MeV) and 9.85 and 14.15 Mev

(of -0.6 MeV, figure 5a). There have been found similar gaps in the pro-

ton pre-eguilibriuin emission cross-sections while the higher neutron

emission shows an evident structure at 6.4 MeV but a more intricate be-

haviour at higher energies (figure 5fe) . The appearance of these gaps

have been associated with evaluation of the imaginary optical potential

and nuclear matter density averages along the projectile trajectories.

Thus, in the GDH model have been used three dimensionally averaged

values of the optical potential W(R) and nuclear density d(R) distribu-

tion for reaction induced by the lth partial wave, evaluated from a "nu-

clear surface" radius RB to the radius corresponding to the lth partial

wave, Rj^lX (Blann 1973):

(3a)

(3b).

The value of Rg has been fixed at the point where the potential or den-

sity has -1/150 of the maximum value, defined as riA
1/3+5ai for the op-

tical potential (r^ and a^ being the potential geometry parameters), and

CA1/3+5z for the Fermi density distribution assumed for the lth incident

partial wave as:

rexp(Re-C) +i\ (4),[

where Rj-X(l+1) , ds is the saturation nuclear density, o i . OVA
1/3** (new

parametrizations by Blann and Vonach 1983, Castaneda et al. 1983) and z=

0.55 fm.

In case of the 60Co(n,p)S0Fe reaction excitation function calcula-

tion both the nucleon optical potentials adopted are pure surface peaked

ones. Additionally, the derivative Hood-Saxon form factor is reduced by

only a factor of 100 even at a distance r^A1/3+6a^. The shape of the po-

tential averages <W> got by using the so modified Rg value is shown in

figure 6. It could be understood that the change from W(R) to <w> done

at higher potential values can affect the calculated cross sections (es-

pecially for Ri<Rs resulting artificially increased <W> values). The

corresponding R^ family as well as the different R8 values are shown in

figure 5c., being evident the correlations among the cross-section gaps

and the Rs line passing through by a R1 curve. Moreover, GDH calculation

by using the increased potential R± value has given well reduced gaps in

the analyzed cross-sections. On the other hand, by this increase of the

"surface" radius the calculated reaction cross-sections have been enhanc-

ed by up to 10 percent.

The observed gaps were fully surpassed by increasing also the inte-

gration limit Rs for the density average to CA
1/3+6a. Under the present

circumstances the reaction cross-sections have been increased by about 4

percent. The change of slope of the pre-equilibrium emission cross-sec-

tions around the incident energy of 12.5 MeV is given by the specific

form adopted for the single-particle density g(E). It disappears if the

calculations are carried out by using the assumption g=(6/ 2)A/8 (figure

5b,) . The rest of changes in the neutron pre-equilibrium emission cross-

section could be well correlated with the lth partial wave contributions

becoming significant.

3. The s*Fe(a,p)s*Kn reaction analysis

The GDH pre-equilibrium emission and Hauser-Feshbach statistical



model calculation of this reaction excitation function, in good agree-

ment with experimental data and taken in this work as standard (full

curves in figure 7), is described elsewhere (Avrigeanu et al. 1990). The

model parameters involved in the sensitivity analysis are only referred

to hereafter.

3.1. Optical nodal potential parameter set

The neutron optical model potential (OMP) parameter established by

Arthur and Young (1980) for^*'^Fe target nuclei through the SPRT method

were used in the standard calculation. The effects got by replacing this

"local" OMP by the global ones of Wilmore and Hodgson (1964) and Konshin

and Konshin (1989) are shown by curves 1 in figures 7a. and 7fc, respec-

tively. The neutron total interaction cross sections and reaction cross

sections given by the three potentials and using the optical model code

SCAT2 (Bersillon 1981) are depicted in figure 8. The deeper minimum in

the total cross section below 3 MeV got by Konshin taking into account

an energy-dependent real potential radius is related to a smaller

reaction cross section and, therefore, to an increased proton evapora-

tion (with -20% increase of the (n,p) reaction cross section at the

excitation function maximum).

The local proton OMP of Arthur and Young (1980) have also been sub-

stituted by the global OMP of Perey (1963). At the same time, the empi-

rically modified version (diffuseness parameter a=0.64 fm) of the alpha-

particle OMP of HcFadden and Satchler (1966) has been changed with the

OMP of Nolte et al. (1987). Actually, these OMPs have predicted quite

similar alpha-particle reaction cross sections but much lower than

values given by the modified version of Konshins (figure9). The differ-

ence between curves 1 and 2 in figure 7a. marks the low effect of using

global charged-particle OMP.

A maximum effect of few percent on reaction cross section has been

found also replacing the respective imaginary potential within the

evaluation of the GDH intranuclear transition rates, using both the

neutron OMP of wilmora and Hodgson (fig. 7 a,, curve 3) and Konshin (fig.

7b., curve 2).

3.2. Level density formulas and parameters

A central position within the recent applied level density analyses

has the usefulness of realistic level density formulas taking into ac-

count the energy dependence of the level density parameter a(U) (Ignaty-

uk et al. 1975, Schmidt et al. 1982), opposite to the phenomenological

models of Gilbert and Cameron (1965) and Back-Shifted Fermi Gas (BSFG;

e.g. Dilg et al. 1973). It has an increased significance when the single

-particle density is taken accordingly to the well-known relation g=

(6/r2)*i (a pioneering work in this respect was done by Arthur (1980)

considering a B S F G within the above form only for residual nuclei, while

the average value g-(6/ir2)*A/8 was adopted for the composite system).

Therefore, in a first attempt only the level density effect on statisti-

cal model calculations have been studied by taking into account the aver-

age single-particle density (curves 4 in fig. 7a and 3 in fig. 7fe).

The power of phenomenological formulas consists in fitting

experimental low-lying discrete levels and s-vave neutron resonance

spacings. Obviously, the fit of the most recent data provides more

accurate predictions of level densities. Thus, the experimental low-

-lying levels cumulative number of the nucleus 56Mn are compared (figure

10) with values calculated by using recently derived BSFG parameters,

Gilbert-Cameron (1965) composite formula, taking into account also the

modified spin cut-off factor (J2-0.146(aU)1/zA2/3 (Reffo 1978), and the

realistic level-density formulas. At the same time, the experimental s-

-wave neutron resonance spacings of the related nuclei are compared in

table 1 with values got by means of the same formulas (including also

the parameters from table V of Gilbert and Cameron 1965).

However, extrapolating the predictions of the phenomenological



models above the energy range involved in the parameters ascertaining,

quite different level densities are got with reference to the realistic

formulas {fig. 11). Looking for an unitary description of the fast neu-

tron excitation functions in the range A-50, a realistic level density

approach has been tried (Avrigeanu et al. 1990) by taking into account

the BSFG for excitation energies lower than 12 MeV, a realistic analyti-

cal formula (e.g. Schmidt et al. 1982) above 50 HeV, and an interpola-

tion between the predictions of the two models in the transition range.

Replacing this approach by BSFG level density alone, changes of less

than 10% are got (curves 5 in fig. 7a and 4 in fig. 7b_) •

The effects of different level densities at higher excitation ener-

gies are depicted in figure 7£. The Schmidt et al. formula fully adopted

from 10 Mev (curve 1 in fig. 7£, to be compared with curve 4 in fig. 7a)

gives a cross section with -15% smaller. On the other hand, similar

cross sections are got assuming - within the realistic level density

approach - any of the formula of Schmidt et al. (curve 4 in fig. 7a.) or

Ignatyuk et al. (curve 2 in fig. 7s); thus, use of the latter even from

10 MeV is followed by a change of -5% in the reaction cross section

(curve 3 in fig 7c).

A specific behavior has arised when a level density underestimat-

ing the residual nucleus low-lying levels was used. Thus, talcing into

account the Ignatyuk formula above the last discrete level (e.g the 20th

level at 1.384 MeV for the nucleus 5 6 M n ) , the calculated excitation func-

tion shows a shoulder at the incident energies related to start of the

56Hn continuum population (curve 4 in fig. 7£). It becomes even a bump

by using the Schmidt et al. formula which gives the lowest total number

of low-lying levels for this residual nucleus (fig. 10). A shoulder ap-

pears also when the Gilbert-Cameron formula is adopted (curve 1 in fig.

7j|) , while the (n,p) reaction cross section increases mainly following

the decreased level density in the neutron channel (fig. 11). On the

other hand, one has to differentiate between this behavior coining from

level densities not fitting the low-lying levels, and the similar one

but arising - especially in (n,oC) reactions - due to real nuclear

structure effects (Avrigeanu 1990).

Concerning the level density parameter effects on pre-equilibrium

emission calculations, the greatest cross section increase of ~60% at 20

HeV incident energy has been got when a.(U) used to determine the single-

particle density a, was replaced by the average value A/8 (curves 3 and

4 in fig 7A, 2 and 3 in fig. 7b); the same action but for Gilbert-Came-

ron formula being initially involved, has resulted in a decrease of -30%

at the same energy (curve 2 and 3 in fig. 7d., within the exciton pre-

eguilibrim emission model framework).

3.3. Pre-equilibrium emission model*

Based on the use of Gilbert-Cameron level density formula (G2=0.146

•(aU) 1/^ 2/ 3), average single-particle density and global OMps, similar

calculations were carried out (fig. 7dJ by means of the GDH model - in-

cluding (curve 1) or not (curve 2) the Jw-conservation - and the exciton

model (curve 3); the average value in this mass range FH-190 HeV3 of the

normalization constant defining the squared transition matrix element

was used in the latter case. It could be concluded that, under similar

conditions, the GDH model provides an average enhancement of -25% with

reference to the exciton model predictions. Inclusion of the angular mo-

mentum and parity conservation has changed this enhancement, from 10% at

14 KeV incident energy (on the top of the excitation function) to 50%

at 20 HeV.

On the other hand, it could be observed that the exciton model cal-

culations including widely used parameter values lead to reaction cross

sections differing by less of 5% from our standard GDH calculation (full

curve in fig. 7) above the 12 MeV incident energy. If the Gilbert-Came-

ron parameter would be modified in order to fit the discrete levels of

the residual nucleus Mn, it seems that a comparable agreement could be

10 li



found at all energies. Moreover, replacing the average single-particle

density with g=(6/ir2)*ft in the same framework of the exciton model

(curve 4 in fig. 7jj), a reaction croas section increase from -15% at 14

Mev to -30% at 20 Hev incident energy has been got. It appears again

that changes of basic options in one nuclear model could bring more dif-

ferent results than a comparison of distinct models.

4. The 60Co(n,p)60Fe reaction analysis

The recent NEANDC project has planned to properly investigate the

uncertainties of nuclear model calculations by means of a blind inter-

comparison of calculated neutron cross sections for a special radioac-

tive target nucleus. As a first step the reaction 60Co(n,p)60Fe was

chosen. Our method of calculation, similar to the one involved in the ana-

lysis of the excitation functions of fast neutron reactions on all sta-

ble isotopes of Cr, Fe and Ni (Avrigeanu et al. 1990), make use of the

same parameters to analyze the data existing also for 51V, 5 5Mn and 59Co

target nuclei, and has finally been applied for the calculation of the

(n,p) reaction excitation function on 60Co. Specific model parameters

used in this respect are briefly described in the following.

The neutron OMP of Smith et al. (1988), providing for 5 9Co a good

description of: the 1=0 strength function, the neutron total cross sec-

tion to 20 Mev (and even below -3MeV), differential elastic scattering

cross sections to 10.0 MeV, and the inelastic scattering cross sections

to a few MeV, was adopted. The macroscopic DWBA method was used to de-

scribe the neutron direct inelastic scattering on discrete excited states.

However, since of misaing deformation parameters, the ratio of the neu-

tron direct inelastic scattering cross section to the non-elastic cross

section, for the first excited state of 60Ni (Smith et al. 1988), was

used. The OMP of Arthur and Young (1980) was adopted for protons, while

the OMP of McFadden and Satchler (1966) - set 3 for 5 SMn nucleus - with

the energy-dependence of Arthur and Young (1980) and modified diffuse-

ness value to 0.54 fm has been used for alpha-particles. The discrete

levels, resonance data and B6PG model parameters involved within the

realistic level density approach are given in table 2. Finally, within

6DH calculation the target nucleus spin-zero value has been used. The

results thus got, subsequently named standard, are depicted by full

curves in figure 12fî fl.

Following rather large differences among the results got by differ-

ent participants in this intercomparison, the use of the same code but

various basic model parameters and assumptions could bring useful com-

parisons and help in understanding these differences. On the other hand,

a quite significant further objective of the above-mentioned NEANDC pro-

ject has been the identification of discrepancies that are only related'

to differences in physics and computational methods applied, by carrying

out the respective calculations with a simple fixed set of parameters

(Cierjacks 1991):

a) taking into account only the neutron, proton and alpha-particle

exit channels (i.e. no gamma-ray emission);

b) the same OMP for all particles, with the Woods-Saxon parameters

V - 50 MeV, W - 10 MeV, r - 1.25 fm and a - 0.60 fm;

c) Fermi gas level density formula with a ~ A/8 MeV and A. = 0.

Therefore, both global and simple fixed parameter effects have been

investigated .

4.1, Level density and pr«-«guilibrium emission model effects

Two extreme assumptions with reference to the adopted realistic lev-

el density approach could be {Avrigeanu et al. 1990}: (a) a fast tran-

sition from BSFG model to a realistic formula in the excitation energy

range 12-15 MeV (fig. 12a, curve 2), and (b) use of the BSFG model alone

while the global single-particle density g="(6/ 2)*A/8 is used in pre-

equilibrium emission calculation (fig. 12fl, curve 3). The latter one has

given a reaction cross section change as high as -70% around the 15 MeV

12 13



incident: energy.

A first pre-equilibrium effect analyzed concerns the angular momen-

tum and parity conservation within GDH model, included (fig. 12A, curve

1) or not (fig. 12, full curves). The related difference being generally

less than 10% in this case, calculations without j" -conservation were

furthermore carried out for computing time economy. Secondly, the dif-

ference between the GDH (fig.12a, curve 3) and exciton model predictions

(fig. 12a, curve 4) - got under the same condition of global single-par-

ticle density - amounts to around 30* at 15 HeV. It appears again that

the same model with various assumptions for a basic quantity could give

more different results than different models under similar conditions.

On the other hand, neglecting the gamma-ray emission one has got a

quite different result (fig. 12)2, curve 1) with respect to the case when

the pre-equilibrium emission is ignored (fig. 12b, curve 2) . Thus, the

former effect consists in a reduction of no more than 15% and only above

12 Mev incident energy, while the latter leads to an excitation function

decreased by -70% around its maximum and faster vanishing after that.

However, this case is quite different from the general one when the two

effects are rather alike. It is explained by the high contribution of

the pre-equilibrium emission (fig. 12b, curve x.) to the total proton

emission (fig. 12b, curve £), characteristically for the target nuclei

with high values of the asymmetry parameter (N-Z)/A (e.g. Avrigeanu et

al. 1987).

4.2. Global parameter affects

The use of the Wilmore and Hodgson (1964) neutron OMP has resulted

in the reaction cross section increase of -30% (fig. 12c_, curve 1) . The

additional replacement of the proton and alpha-particle OHPs with the

global parameter sets of Perey (1963) and HcPadden and Satchler (1966),

respectively, as well as the inclusion of the respective imaginary po-

tentials in the GDH calculation of the intranuclear transition rates,

have enlarged this variation to -45% (fig. 12£, curve 2).

The next step of this analysis of the global parameters employment

has been, additionally to the above-mentioned OHPs, the adoption of the

average single-particle density within the GDH model (fig. 12c., curve 3).

It has by far the greatest effect on reaction cross section, enhanced

again by -45%. Under these circumstances, the use of BSFG level density

alone added only few percent to the calculated cross section (totally

increased with -110% by taking into account global parameters).

Replacing now the GDH with the exciton model but under the same

conditions, have been got reduced cross sections by -12% at 14 MeV inci-

dent energy and -24% at 20 HeV (fig. 12c, curve 5). Therefore, it could

be concluded that variations in reaction cross section due to using glo-

bal parameters extend within a factor 2, any of the pre-equilibrium

emission models is concerned.

4.3. Effects of the simpl* fixed a«t of parameters

In going to adopt this fixed set of parameters it seems meaningful

to look for the alteration given by each modified parameter. Therefore,

the cumulative effects of gradually replacing the initial parameters

with the fixed ones have been stored in table 3 and depicted in figure

I2d.. some of them are compensating each other, being quite interesting

the difference within 15% between the initial and the 6th step results

while there are intermediate steps differing even by -50%. However, the

last three steps have adding effects leading to a final change of -14 0%

for the reaction cross section around 14 Mev incident energy, it could

be noted also that the steps 2, 4, and 8 (i.e. changes of OHPs, Blann's

correction for the exciton state density, ground state shift and level

density parameter) have modified the excitation function shape.

5. Summary and conclusions

A systematic study on effects of statistical model parameters and
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pre-equilibrium emission models on fast neutron reaction cross section

calculations has been attempted. The usefulness of completing this study

by the respective parameter analysis has been pointed out in the case of

the well-known reaction 56Fe(n,p)56Kn. On the other hand, a trial for

learning about the most significant model assumptions and their nixing

was made within NEANDC intercomparison for the reaction 60Co(n,p)60Fe.

A main outcome of this work concerns the results got by using vari-

ous assumptions within a given pre-equilibrium emission model, differing

among them more than the ones of different models used under similar

conditions. The form of the single-particle level density appears the

most important assumption for pre-eguilibrium emission calculations.

Talcing into account its role as external parameter related to exciton

state density (Hodgson 1988), the above consideration could apply both

to the eemiclassical and to the quantum-mechanical theories.

The necessity of using realistic level density formulas is empha-

sized especially in connection with pre-eguilibrium emission models

(i.e. with the exciton state density expression), statistical model cal-

culations (Arthur et al. 1988, 1991, Young et al. 1991, Konshin and Kon-

shin 1991) have indeed shown small influence of using the Ignatyuk

formula on fast neutron reaction cross sections, the large level density

difference that occurs at high excitation energies being mitigated in

several ways (Arthur 1990). However, when the energy-dependent level

density parameter was also used to determine the single-particle density

within pre-eguilibrium emission calculation, quite increased effects

have been got in framework of both semi-classical (Avrigeanu et al.

1988, 1990) and quantum-mechanical models (Avrigeanu and Hodgson 1991)

while the conclusions for statistical model calculations alone are the

same as above. On the other hand, the use in the present context of the

respective relation among fl and g, derived within the equidistant space-

ing model (Ericson 1960) , is obviously open to criticism. It is thus

underlined the lack of basic support for any semi-classical single-par-

ticle density, and - from this point of view - the firm need of re-

placing the Williams exciton state density formula with a realistic one

(e.g. Blann and Reffo 1989, Giardina et al. 1991, and references

therein).
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Table 1. Experimental and calculated s-vave neutron resonance spacing

of 56'57Fe, 56Mn, and 53Cr nuclei.

Nucleus Bn+ E/2 Dexp

(MeV) (JceV)

D (keV)

57Fe 8.096 19.2+1.93 21.0

Fe 11.198 2.7056

56Mn 7.374 2.7+0.4n 2.66

53Cr 8.400 38.5+5.6* 41.4

25

2.

2.

37

.1

21

39

.8

22

3.

2.

21

.7

27

47

.5

46

6.

4.

44

.8

27

29

.3

14

i-l

1.

16

.8

75

55

.1

25

1.

3.

22

.0

76

24

.5

aBSFG parameters from Avrigeanu et al. (1990).

bGilbert and Cameron (1965), table V.

cGilbert and Cameron (1965).

dGilbert and Cameron (1965), with modified spin cut-off factor (Reffo

1978)

eIgnatyuk et al. (1975)

fSchmidt et al. (1982)

^vonach et al. (1988)

hHughabghab et al. (1981)

^Brusegan et al. (1986)
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Table 2. Discrete levels, resonance data and BSFG model level density

parameter fl and backshift A (corresponding to a spin cut-off

factor calculated with a rigid body moment of inertia valuea

and a reduced radius ro-1.25 fm)

Ho. of Energy Fitted level and resonance data _
discrete of D a

Nucleus levels last
used in level No. of Energy Bn+AE/2 T W j (JceV) (HeV)
HF calc. levels of last

(MeV) level (MeV) (keV)
(MeV)

(MeV)

60CO

6 0Fe

57Mn

59CO

5 9Fe

56Mn

21

11

12

IS

21

23

1.451

3.062

1.753

2.583

2.390

1.384

20

11

17

51

16

25

1.38b

3.06

2.01

3.43

2.16

1.49

7.55

10.22

6.76

7.37

1.1+0.1°

4.3+0.4d

25.4+4.9d

2.7+0.4c

1.

3.

39

2.

20

91

.5

66

7.20

6.70

6.30

6.80

6.45

6.45

-1.88

0.21

-1.54

-0.72

-1.33

-2.24

aFischer et al. (1984).

kRopecky et al. (1984).

°Mughabghab et al. (1981).

dVonach et al. (1988).

table 3. Cumulative effects of gradually replacing the initial model pa-

rameters with the staple fixed set of parameters, shown by

changes of the calculated 60Co(n,p)60Fe reaction cross section

at the incident energy of 13.5 HeV (expressed as percent of the

reaction cross section calculated with the initial parameter

set described in text)

1. Ho gamma competition: -10.i*

2. + Use of the OKP simple fixed set of parameters for

the calculation of the transmission coefficients: +20.9%

3. + Use of the OMP simple fixed set of parameters also for

calculation of the GDH intranuclear transition rates: +12.8%

4. + Use of Williams exciton state density formula; no Blann's

corrections; two-fermion system correction: -25.5%

5. + Use of Williams exciton state density formula;

no two-fermion system correction: -40.3%

6. + Use of single-particle level density g-(6/1Tl) *A/8 in GDH: - 7.8%

7. + Use of no pairing correction within the GDH model: +37.7%

8. + Use of BSFG level density formula alone, with the level

density parameter a-A/8 and no pairing: +142%

9. + No direct inelastic scattering accounting +150%
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Figure captions

1. comparison of (n,p) reaction cross-sections, proton pre-equilibrium

emission cross-section (L P E and pre-equilibrium emission fraction fPE

for the target nuclei 56Fe (a), 6 0 aCo (b), and 6 0 gCo (c), calculated

by using the statistical model and GDH pre-equilibrium emission model

including (full curves) or not (dashed curves) the angular momentum

conservation. The dotted curves are got by taking into account the

actual target nucleus spin also within the generalized GDH model.

2. The distribution of the proton pre-equilibrium emission cross-section

along the composite system angular momentum J for n+60Co at the inci-

dent energy of 20 HeV, calculated with the generalized GDH model, by

taking into account for target spin the actual value (dotted line) or

the zero-value (full line). In the latter case the GDH calculations

have been carried out including the geometry dependent influences

(full line), or removing them (b) from evaluation of exciton state

density (dashed line) as well as of imaginary optical potential aver-

age (chain line).

3. The optical model transmission coefficients Tĵ  for the system n+60Co,

calculated by using the parameter set of Smith et al. (1988).

4. The ratio of the exciton state density in the residual nucleus 60Fe

to that of the composite system n+60Co, for the initial exciton con-

figuration n=3, at the neutron incident energy of 20 MeV and residual

excitation energy U of 4, 7, and 10 MeV.

5. The (n,p) reaction cross-sections (a), nucleon pre—equilibrium emis-

sion cross-sections U P E (b) and the corresponding ith partial wave

radii R1( "nuclear surface" radii RQ for potential averages (o, lower

set) and for nuclear matter density (o, upper set), for the target

nucleus 60Co, calculated by using the statistical model and GDM pre-

equilibrium emission model without inclusion of the angular momentum

conservation. For the "surfaces" radii RQ have been used the forms

1/ 3 for the optical potential (dotted line for neutrons and

dashed line for protons in o) and CA1^3+5z for th« density distribu-

tion (tha same lines in upper set of o), resulting the cross sections

shown by dashed curves. By taking into account the form r ^ A ^ ^ a ^

for the optical potential (the chain line for neutrons and full line

for protons in o) the cross sections shown by chain curves have been

got; finally, taking also the forms CA*"'3+6z for density averages,

the cross sections shown by full curves are got. The dotted pre-equi-

librium emission cross-sections in (b) correspond to GDH calculations

carried out by using the single-particle density s-(6/ir2)A/8.

6. The imaginary optical potentials for n+60Co (dotted curve) and p+60Fe

(dashed curve) and their averages along the projectile trajectories

(chain and full curve, respectively) evaluated by taking into account

the form r^A1'3+6a^ for the "nuclear surface" radii Ra.

7. Effects of replacing the initial parameters within STAPRE-H calcula-

tions for the 56Fe(n,p)56Mn reaction excitation function (full curve)

by (gradually: +) : (a) global OHFs of wilmore and Hodgson (1964),

Perey (1963) and Nolte et al. (1987), global single-particle density

and use of BSFG level density model alone ; (b) same as (a) but with

global OHF of Konshin and Konshin (1989); (c) Ignatyuk et al. (1975)

level density formula, and (d) Gilbert and Cameron (1965) level den-

sity formula and the exciton pre-equilibrium emission model ( FH= 190

MeV3 ).

8. Neutron total interaction and reaction cross sections for the target

nucleus 56Fe calculated by using the optical model potentials of

Wilmore and Hodgson (1964) (full curves), Arthur and Young (1980)

(dashed curves) and Konshin and Konshin (1989) (dot-dashed curves).

9. comparison with the experimental data (Vonach et al. 1988) of the al-

pha-particle reaction cross sections for the target nucleus 5 1V and

the 51V(dC,n) ̂ *Mn reaction cross sections calculated by using the

optical model potentials of McFadden and Satchler (1966) (dashed cur-

ves) and its modified version (Avrigeanu et al. 1990) (full curves),
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and Nolte et al. (1987) (dotted curves). For comments on the differ-

ence between calculated and experimental data see Avrigeanu et al.

(1991) .

10. Comparison of the experimental (Lederer and Shirley 1978) total num-

ber of-low-lying levels for the nucleus 5*Mn with values calculated

by using BSFG parameters {full curve) fitted on these data (Avrigeanu

et al. 1990), Gilbert and Cameron (1965) composite formula (dotted

curve) with also modified (Reffo 1978) spin cut-off factor (short-

dashed curve), Ignatyuk et al. formula (dot-dashed curve} and Schmidt

et al. formula (long-dashed curve).

11. Comparison of the nuclear level densities of 5 6' 5 7Fe, 56Mn and 53Cr

nuclei, calculated by using BSFG parameters (Avrigeanu et al. 1990)

(full curve), Gilbert and Cameron (1965) composite formula with modi-

fied (Eeffo 1978) spin cut-off factor (dotted curve), Ignatyuk et al.

formula (dot-dashed curve), and Schmidt et al. formula (dashed curve)

12. Effects of replacing the initial parameters within STAPRE-H calcula-

tions for the 60Co(n,p)60Fe reaction excitation function (full curve)

by (gradually: +): (a) nuclear level density formalism (see text) and

pre-equilibrium emission model; (b) pre-equilibrium emiasaion or gam-

ma-ray competition; (c) global optical model potential and level den-

sity parameters, and (d) the NEANDC simple fixed set of parameters.
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